
ACUPANEL
                      Acoustic panels for wall and ceiling



Update your space with Acupanel - our acoustic panel for wall and 
ceiling. The panels are made from veneered lamellas on a bottom 
of a specially developed acoustic felt made from recycled material.

Acupanel - Walnut adds a natural and rustic look to your wall
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Acupanel offers an elegant and modern look, while improving the 
acoustics in your space significantly

Acupanel - Rustic Natural Oak Veneer can for example give your ceiling a unique expression
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VARIANTS
Acupanel comes in 3 different variants:

Rustic Natural Oak Veneer
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Lamellas with a rustic look of faded oak veneer, grey oak veneer or walnut veneer re-
spectively on black MDF. Mounted on a specially developed acoustic felt.
The veneer is sorted in a way that minor cracks and knots are desirable as it empha-
sizes the rustic look. The specially developed acoustic felt behind the lamellas is black 
with a subtle structure.

DIMENSIONS

Rustic Oak Veneer - Grey Walnut

Acupanel measures 2400 x 600 mm, built from lamellas 11 mm deep and 27 mm wide, 
with 13 mm gap between the lamellas. The lamellas are mounted on a bottom of 9 mm 
specially developed acoustic felt. The panel is in all 20 mm thick.
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ACOUSTICS
Acupanel is an optimal solution for efficient sound absorption, as well as lowering the 
reverberation time for noise in your space.

As seen in the graph below the panel obtains an absorption coefficient of 0.97 at a fre-
quency of 1,000 Hz. Loud speech and ‘regular’ noise will be in a frequency between 500 
- 2,000 Hz, and as it can be observed from the graph it is right here the panel is most 
efficient.

If you want an even better absorption ability, we recommend to place 45 mm insulation 
behind the panel. This expanded acoustic solution will improve the panel’s acoustic 
qualities.

RECYCLED MATERIAL
The specially developed acoustic felt behind the lamellas is made from recycled plastic 
bottles, thus being a very environmentally friendly product.




